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We have built a multiple structure alignment tool which is able to compute alignments and
phylogenies of vast numbers of proteins. HANSWURST is a progressive alignment method
with time complexity in the class of O(n2). It takes advantage of a probabilistic representation
of protein structure which allows for the calculation of meaningful average representations of
clusters of proteins, and the alignment of those representations. Our tool scales to well over
1000 structures which is enough to cover even the largest protein families.
1 Introduction
One or two homologous sequences whisper [...]; a full multiple alignment shouts out loud.1
This quote very eloquently describes the usefulness of multiple alignments. The signifi-
cance of matches in pairwise alignments can be difficult to judge against the background
noise of random matches. In multiple alignments however, random matches across a rea-
sonable number of structures are so improbable that there is little room for doubts about
their significance. This is doubly true for multiple structure alignments which really begin
to shine when the relationships between proteins become so remote that sequence methods
start to break down.
Common application areas for multiple structure alignments are in homology mod-
eling2, protein function prediction3, creation of substitution matrices4, phylogeny5 and
structure classification6.
HANSWURST is built on the assumption that local interactions between atoms are
the most important factor in determining the overall structure of a protein. Therefore,
long stretches of high local similarity should also lead to high global similarity. From this
reasoning follows that HANSWURST’s aim is not to produce alignments with optimal
global similarity scores such as RMSD. Instead, good global scores are considered to be a
property which emerges from local similarity.
This is almost the exact opposite of the ideas behind traditional multiple structure align-
ment methods which sacrifice sensitivity for lower structural alignment scores.
2 Materials and Methods
This work builds on many existing methods such as AutoClass7, rigid body superposi-
tion8, dynamic-programming sequence alignment algorithms9, hierarchical clustering al-
gorithms10, multiple sequence alignment methods and the computation of consensus prob-
ability vectors by averaging.
The basis of the alignment method is a bayesian classification of protein structure frag-
ments using the AutoClass program7, 11.
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Based on the class descriptions in such a classification, we can calculate the probability
of a given protein fragment being in a certain class. The set of all class membership
probabilities for a given protein fragment can be represented as a probability vector.
The dot product of two such vectors can be used as a similarity measure between two
peptide fragments. This score can then be used instead of a substitution matrix in standard
sequence alignment methods9.
The resulting pairwise alignments of all vs. all structures one wishes to align are then
used to fill a distance matrix. On the basis of this matrix, various clustering algorithms
can be used to construct a guide tree. Currently, the best such algorithm is derived from
the UPGMA method10 and uses alignments of average probability vectors to estimate the
distances between internal nodes of the guide tree. Such consensus probability vectors
are computed by averaging the class membership probabilities of each fragment in a given
column in the alignment. Gaps have no class memberships and thus do not contribute to
the average. This concept allows each node in the guide tree to have a set of probability
vectors associated with it which represent the average class memberships of that nodes
descendants. Since all the information required to compute a pairwise alignment is avail-
Figure 1. Illustration of the progressive construction of a three way alignment.
able for any cluster of structures, distances between clusters can be calculated by aligning
their associated probability vectors. This removes the need to estimate distances during the
construction of the guide tree and therefore improves its quality. The alignments of those
average probability vectors are also used to merge the pairwise alignments according to
the guide tree.
3 Results and Discussion
As a demonstration of our method’s capabilities, we took 818 proteins with pairwise se-
quence identities below 25% and built a multiple structure alignment. Computing this
alignment took just over 8 hours of CPU time. Anecdotal evidence suggests that this
method matches almost three times as many residues as competing methods[8, 9] with
some increase in the RMSD scores of the resulting superpositions. The improvement of
the consensus clustering method over traditional clustering methods can be regarded as the
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biggest advantage of HANSWURST over competing structural alignment methods. By
representing protein structures as sets of probability vectors with regard to a fixed classi-
fication, one can easily calculate characteristic representations of clusters of proteins by
averaging class membership probabilities of aligned residues in a cluster.
In combination with the method’s speed and scalability, this enables the creation of
multiple structure alignments of vast numbers of distantly related proteins.
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